FOOD & AGRI
TESTING AND INSPECTION SOLUTIONS

Bureau Veritas’ leading network of precision testing facilities provide expert analysis for all of your testing requirements per standard trade contractual terms or customized analysis services.

Experienced scientists provide clear and concise analysis results, operating under international analytical standards and accreditations.

Our testing & inspection services include:

• Food and agri quality analysis
• Commodity grading under relevant standards (USDA, CGC, etc)
• Chemical residue, mycotoxin, & GMO analysis
• Microbiology testing
• Analytical testing
• Nutritional testing
• Draft survey and tank gauging | holds & tank inspection
• Contractual sampling & sealing
• Seal breaking, damage surveys, loading & discharge inspections/supervision
• Traceability inspections
• Quality and analysis of sublot and hold samples; determining accurate assessment of goods immediately after shipment

WHAT DOES BUREAU VERITAS PROVIDE TO HELP YOU OBTAIN BETTER RESULTS?

• An online customer portal for electronic chain of custodies, obtaining test results and trending data
• Rapid testing methods to decrease turnaround time and improve hold and release practices
• An extensive global network of offices and laboratories
• Consistent inspection testing methods and techniques
• A clear focus on sampling and analysis as per incremental sublot quality control
• Fast and efficient reporting of results and certification issuance
• Daily reporting including operational photographs during order execution that are accepted by the international banking and the trade finance industry

Scan to view all food & agri testing services.
FOOD & AGRI
TRAINING, AUDITING AND CERTIFICATION

FOOD SAFETY TRAINING

• SQF
• BRCGS
• FSSC 22000
• Gluten Free
• FAMI-QS
• Safe Feed Safe Food
• GMP Audits
• 2nd Party Audits

WHY BUREAU VERITAS?

• Responsive Service
• Fair & Thorough Audits
• Accessible Experts
• Engaging Trainers
• Global Capabilities
• Technology Solutions

Scan to view all food safety training courses.

FOR DETAILS ABOUT THIS SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT BUREAU VERITAS
P 346.269.2991 | E foodauditsna@bureauveritas.com | www.bvna.com